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ABOUT THIS MONOGRAPH

This paper suggests a procedure for determining the effectiveness

of counseling programs. Since the procedure is systematic and two-

pronged--process and outcome evaluationt provides information as

to the degree of program effectiveness and/or ineffectiveness. A

self-correcting system, the procedure's progressive steps illuminate

possible errors or ambiguities in previous steps, making it possible

to modify the procedures while the evaluation is in process and thus

avoid costly problems.

The paper also describes evaluation problems and suggests what

to do when they arise, and presents a section of recommendations for
C.

counselors, supervisors, counselor educators, program developers,

and educational researchers.
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COUNSELOR PROGRAM EFFECTIVENESS:

GATHERING, USING AND REPORTING THE EVIDENCE

by

Anita M. Mitchell

Why another publication on the effectiveness of counselor

programs? Since Leon Lessinger popularized the tqrm "Accountability,"

the literature has bulged with reports of the effectiveness of guid-

ance and counseling programs, with models for determining program

effectiveness and a plethora of evaluation designs and instruments.

Categorizing these documents is difficult since no generally accepted

description of the domai, of counselor programs exists. As a result,

we have an abundance of unrelated information, and we don't know what

to do with it.

Most of the documents accessed by this author (both in,a formal

literature search' and 'in Many years of experience in the field) focus

on program evaluation in general, or on guidance evaluation. The

former are generally too broad to be ,Applied easily to counseling

programs, and the latter tend to dwell on single components of an

unspecified guidance domain. The intention of Ws document is

to reduce tht guidance universe to a manageable size, and to-present

practical, useful guidelines for practitioners to follow as they seek

to pursue that elusive construct known as counselor program

effectiveness,
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This document differs from most other publications in that it

(1) explores the question of whether or not to evaluate counselor

programs, showing that evaluation is not always necessary or even

desirable; and (2) addresses the changing emphases in counselor

programs, and the need for different types of evaluation designs,

instruments, and procedures.

Still another dimension that may be somewhat new to the reader

is an emphasis on evaluation as being within the range of counselor

competencies, as being nonthreatening, and as being motivating and

ego-reinforcing. Evaluating the effectiveness of counselor programs

,,requires a two-pronged evaluation strategy--process and outcome

evaluation. Outcome evaluation provides evidence of the degree

of program effectiveness; process evaluation provides information

about why certain procedures and materials are or are not effective,

Counseling Programs and Proaram Components

Definitions

Perhaps a glossary would do the job, but frequently readers

fail to read the glossary first or refer to it to clarify the

meaning of a term. A few definitions here should establiih

perspectives consistent with the purposes of this paper.

Counselor. . The term counSelor may be left broad, as the measures of

effectiveness of programs may be applied by anyone who is. performing'
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counseling functions, regardless of degrees, credentials; rank or

:raining. The counselor may be a dean, a head counselor, a

counselor assigned to a specific block of students, an on-call

counselor, a peer counselor, or a paraprofessional.

Guidance. The term "guidance" is used to include all legitimate

tasks assigned to/performed'by counselors, including testing, parent

conferencing, consultation with teachers, staff'develcpment,

analysis of learning environments, and individual and group

counseling. Record-keeping,and information-giving are not

included, as these are not (in this author's opinion) tasks

requiring certification.

The first section delimits-the guidance domain. If you are

'sensitive to writer inconsistencies,
you will have noticed that the

"counselor program" designation in the title changed, by the second

paragraph, to "counseling program" This is not a careless error;

it is deliberate. The term "counseling program" will be used in

this document to define the domain to which this discussion is

limited: the effectiveness of programs in which the counselor is

engageein either individual or group counseling, or both. There

are two reasons for this limitation:

1., After a deluge of admonitions to counselors that they need

to expand their roles and become managers, models, and consultants



(which is'true), there is finally recognition that the counseling

function will always perdure, regardless of the changing emphasis

of the counselor programs;

2. There is precious little written to help counselors focus

on the effectiveness of their counseling efforts.

'However, the guidelines presented, while addressing counseling

programs, are easily modified to apply to other counseling functions

such as parent conferencing, staff development, and teacher consultation.

Program. Another term that needs to be defined for purposes

of this paper is "grogram." The discussion of approaches to measuring

effectiveness will apply to a single activity (a one -time counseling

session or successive sessions all aimed at the same outcome for

the'same individual or group); to a group of independent activities

all having the same desired student'utcome(s), e.g., all of a

counselor s counseling sessions on underachievement; to all group

counseling sessions; to all individual counseling sessions; to

counseling engaged in by a single.counselor;'or to all counseling

engaged in by a total counseling staff. In.other words, the

total school or agency counseling program or any segment of that

program can be considered a program when applying measures of

effectiveness. The reason for this is that the need for evaluation

may be limited to a single incident, to a series of counseling

sessions, or to the cumulative effects of all counselors' counseling

4
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efforts. Deciding
t-
whickprogram or program component to evaluatevaluate

is addressed in another section.

41uttion. "Effectiveness" and."evaluation"

also need to be defined. Effectiveness is a measure of the degree to

Which a-prograMAccomplishes what it intended to accomplish. This means

that,intention must bemade visible--a condition that frequently does
-.

not exist in counseling programs: The section on practical

purposes of evaluation explores this concept further. Evaluation

is the proceks of defining the target behavior (outcomes desired

From the counseling), identifying behavioral indicators from

which achievement of the outcomes can be inferred, selecting/

administering instruments for gathering data about the achievement

of, the outcomes, and analyzing and reporting the data. In other

words,. evaluation is the process followed to establish the

effectiveness 'of A sound evaluation strategy

,addresses both process and outcome, so the evaluator can judge

what caused-the success or nonsuccess (effectiveness or

noneffectiveness) of the program.

.Traditional Counseling' Program Emphases and Components

Traditionally, counseling has been largely problem-centered.

DUring the last several .years school counselors in workshops

throughout the country have identified the major content areas

5
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of their counseling. These can be categorized into 11 areas:

o Classroom behavior

°. Failure to complete classwork and/or home assignments

o Failure to achieve

o Problems on campus

o Problems with peers

4 Probleis with parents

.Personal problems (other than drug abuse)

o Problems with.drugs

Help with educational plans-

o Help-with career plans

o Placement in special programs

Only two of these emphases - -help with educational plans and help

with career plans--are developmental rather than problem-oriented.

Most Of the counielorS surveyed approached each counseling session'

without structure, and with desired outcomes only vaguely defined

in terms of helping their studenti cope. Freouently the tools fo'r

coping were expliined to the students, and is was assumed that they

could master And use these tools without guided practice. This is

contrary to what we know about learning, and about ap

learning in performance.

tion of

Since the desiired outcomes were not defined, counselors had no

baSis for determining the effectiveness of their counseling, except

through the couq4elees' voluntary-feedback that they felt better

'and/or were satisfied with the counseling session(s). Evaluation ,

6
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of counseling. programs was characterized by a preponderance of

impressionistic data tallies of counselor-client contacts, and

staff/activity lists. These constituted summaries of activities

but provided no evidence of effectiveness. Becauie there was no

way to know what was done well, there was no way to refine

techniques.

The 11 counseling areas listed above relate to school counseling,

and apply to both elementary and secondary levels. Counseling 1p

institutions of higher education generally has focused on educational

and career planning, financial aid, housing, and personal and'

family .rcblems. Counseling in employment and rehabilitation agencies

typically has been limited to similar concerns--helping with

educational and career plannag,' and teaching clients how tg cope

with problems they encounter. Evaluation frequently has bien in

terms of numbers of clients seen, although the 'agencies have been more

likely than the schools to assess the impact of their services by

determining how many oftheir counselees were successfully placed in

jobs, succeeded in jobs, retained jobs, and the like. Little has

been done, however,to,determine the proporlion that counseling

contributed to the measured success.

Shift in .Evaluation Emphasis

Two things which happened almost simultaneously contributed to

a shift in evaluation strategies--a shift away from tallies of

activities and toward measures of effectiveness--and presaged the

7
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types of evaluation approaches that are featured in this paper.

These simultaneous happenings were: (1) reduced revenues and

increased costs, which forced agencies to search for programs/

personnel/materials/services that could be eliminated without

damaging the educational program; and (2) the involvement of

lay community members, many of whom were business- and industry-

oriented, in the operations of educational and other governmental

agency programs. The struggle for survival and the frenetic

activities of some specialists threatened with loss of their jobs

created a fertile field for the advocates of accountability,

management by objectives, results systems management, PPBS (Planning,

Programming, Budgeting Systems), and various evaluation models.

Although this period was characterized by confusion, anger,

disenchantment, fear; and trial by blunder, it did sensitize

specialists (particularlycounselors) to'the fact-that there is

need for every employee. to be able to display the effects of his/her

employment.

The shift in evaluation emphasis forced counselors to specify

what changes clients could tfle expected to make as a result of their

counseling, whith, in turn, cauged them to take a hard look at why

they were doing certain things--at why some methods worked and others

didn't. This resulted in a siilft in prOgeam emphasis. Whereas the

same 11 content areas continued to dominate most counseling sessions,

triphasis changed from tabulation of numbers of contacts to documentation

or actual changes'in client behavior.

13 16



An example of this change in emphasis may be.found in an expansion

of the 11 counseling content areas listed earlier. Basic student

performance objectives for current, ongoing counseling programs have

been adopted by counselors in many school districts as a way of

defining what they hoped to accomplish with and for students, and of

assessing the degree to which they succeeded. Listed below are some

examples of student performance objectives. These are not intended

---as.moOels to be followed or as conditions to be imposed in any

counseling session dealing with the specific behavior. Rather,

these illustrations should be viewed as a kind of mental template for

counselors as they enter a counseling session. In no case should the

counselor decide ahead of time that these are the behaviors that

will result from the counseling session(s); the counselor has no right

to make thatdeterminaion in advance. Only the broadest kinds of

directions should be set in advance--to display to the client some,

possible actions, and to help the client seleCt from afternative

approaches the most desirable means.of solving the problem or

obtaining the -help sought. The examples follow:

Pupils referred because of classroom behavior will:

a. identify at least two ways in which they,contributed to

the problem: J .

b. identify at least one interaction variable between

themselves and another person(s) in the class (peer or

teacher) that maintains the problem.

9



c. develop a plan for alleviating the problem, specifying

at least three possible incremental actions.

d. select the single action they might take which would

be most likely to reduce the problem.

Pupils referred for failure to complete classwork and/or home

assignments will:

a. identify the principal reasons for their failure to

participate at the level of teacher expectation.

b. develop a plan for handling each reason (e.g., Reason:

too tired to complete homework. Plan: design a realistic

school/work/study/play schedule).

,c. decide which of the plans identified in (b) would be most

likely to help them complete classwork and/or home

assignments.

Pupils r ferred for failure to achieve will:

a. identi y ills needed-for achievement in the class.

b. identifylthe level(s) of their own skills.

c. decide what should be their performance level in the class.

d. if revel identified in (c)'is greater than that c.JrrentlY,

being achieved, develop a plan for reaching the expected

level of achievement.

e. specify the part(s) of the plan they are willing to implement

immediately.

Pupils referred for problems on campus will:

a.,,b., q., d. as in first example above.

10
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Pupils referred for problems with peers will:

a., b., c., and d.. as in first example above,

Pupils referred for problems with parents will:

a. identify conflict a% as.

b. specify differgtties values and their

parents' values in these conflict areas.

c. develop a plan for resolving value differences (e.g.,

compromise, informed acguiesCence, mutual respect).

-d. decide which conflict area is most amenable to change.

e. select plan tar resol4ing conflict area identified in (d).

Pupils referred for personal problems (other than drug abuse)

will

a. identify the implication of the problem for themselves and

for 3thers (e.g., Pregnancy. How does it affect me?

Who else does it affect? How?).

b. identify all reasonable alternative strategies for solving

the problem.

c. develop a plan for implementing those strategies most 'a2t

to be effective in solving,or lessening the problem for

all persons specified in (a)'.

Pupils referred for problems. with drugs will:

a.. identify their reasons for using/pushing drugs.

19



b. specify all possible consequences (good and bad) of using

particular drugs

c identify rowan, 41t 4011 -061014Ndoces" are important

to them.

d. for each "good consequence" ("It makes me feel good,"

"It gives me power," etc.) specify at least one other

means of accomplishing that consequence.

e. develop a plan for-progressive elimiration of their drug

problem.

Pupils referred for help with educational plans will:

a. identify their strengths and weaknesses in abilities,

aptitudes, achievement, interests, and values; and

relate this information to occupational fields and

levels.

b., c., d., and e. as in example above.

Pupils referred for placement in special programs will:

a. 'identify their particular needs.

b. speCify which of these needs cannot be met in the regular

classroom.

c. identify structure/components/content of the special.

program that will help meet these needs.

cr. develop a plan. for making best use of speCial class

placement%

This expansion of objectiOes for the 11 traditional content

areas of counseling students is intended to suggest:an approach to

12
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bwineling which oocusms on outcomes can be adapted to any

content area in any c!ient setting. Importance lies inthe fact

that a series of possible outcomes is presented to the client by the

counselor (unless,orcounselee is already able to specify his/her

desired outcomes),-and,together the client and counselor determine

which objective(s) the client feels will help him/her and. which

s/he is willing to work toward. The counseling session is a

Collaborative venture, with both counselor and client openly

exploring possibilities for solution'of the problem. Once

counselor and client have agreed upon the objectives of the

counseling session(s), it is easy to verify whether those objectives

have been met; this verification is the measure of the effectiveness

of the counseling.

Besides the new outcomes-oriented
emphasis reflected in the

above examples, a twelfth focus is emerging: assisting clients

to master the various developMental
tasks with which they r '&

are confronted--physical, intellectual, emotionaT/social. Counselors

must, of course, continue to help those who have experienced

failure in one or more developmental tasks, but it is important

-to work toward preventing such failures by assisting all clients

to-approach and master each task. This new emphasis on self-development

is reflected in the following example of expanded objectives

in a relatively new content area:

13 2 '



Pupils referred for help with self-development will:

a. identify and explain their current level of ego develop-

ment.

b. identify personal and/or environmental factors inhibiting

their self-development.

c. develop a plan for eliminating the inhibiting factors.

This approach to specifying with the client the expectations

from the counseling session(s) obviously facilitates evaluation.

In an individual counseling session, attainment of each or all of

the objectives can be verified through observation of the client's

participation in the discussion and planning, through analysis of

the client's oral or written account of his/her perception of the

problem and the plan, and through followup of the client's actions

after the counseling session. Probably the objectives will be at-

tained over a series of sessions; assessment of results is straight-

forward.

- Perhaps a counselor or a counseling staff will wish to determine

the effectiveness of counseling efforts across all drug abuse cases,--

or all cases of underachievement, or all cases of peer problems. By

gathering data op-the results achieved in each case, or in each of

a random sample of cases, they can establish the effectiveness of

their total efforts in the specific area'.

Most measures of effectiveness will compare clients' behavior

before and after counseling. 'Some will also compare behavior of

14
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counseled vs. noncounseled populations. For example, in an inves-

tigation of the effects of a university student counseling service,

the preferences and expectations of 100 student clients. before their

initial intake session were compared with their post-Counseling pre-

ferences and expectations (Dreman, 1977). Results were compared

with those of an earlier study on nonclfents. '"As predicted, Pre-

ferences and expectations were more congruent in counseled clients.

'In another study Banathy (1974) evaluated the San Jose State

University (California) career counseling training project. The

evaluation was post-facto and summative'(outcome-oriented) based an

information derived from logical analysis and empirical data (ques-

tionnaire and interview responses) developed during the evaluation..

Besides providing evidence that the stated objectiVes of the project

were accomplished with high quality, that the investmentwas'well

placed, and that subsequent additional development and dissemination

were justified, the resUlts_showed that paraprofessionals car, perform

very effectively as an integral part of an educational career guidance

program. This is an example of:how evaluation can furnish data for

decisions (to expand and disseminate the program), as well as infor-

mation about variables (effect of including paraprofessionals) which

will affect further decisions about prograimodifications and/or

extensions.

The change in emphasis in evaluating programs is farther re-

flected in two additional publications: Alkin and Kosekoff (1973)

and Mitchell (1978). Both documents stress the concept of evaluation

15
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as furnishing data for decisions. Atkin and Kosekoff state that

one of the initial elements in performing en evaluation is framing

9
the decision context. Dimensions of this context are identifica-

tion of the decision makers, explicit deCision-making purposes,

implicit decision-maker motives, developmental stage of programs,

and the prograes socio-political setting. The MitchellAocument

presents six models for evaluating different types of career educa-

tion activities: supplementary activities, curriculum infusion,

facilities, product development, staff, development, and indirect

interventions. In each case, typical decisions are..suggested, and

procedures for gathering the information-necessary to make these

decisions are addressed. 0

Practical Purposes of Evaluating Counseling Programs

There is no point in committing f^esourcei to an evaluation'

effort unless that effort (1) will be pursued with sufficient rigor

.to make the results trustworthy, and (2) will result in. the findings

being used for one or more important purposes. Important purposes

.include measuring Program'impaCt to judge effectiveness of one.pro-

gramor of alternate or competing programs; gathering dati for

decisions: whether to change, improve, abandon', expand, dr proceed

to more advanced goal; collecting evidence of the relatiye efficacy

of specific procedures and/or materials; collecting evidence to

rally support for a Program; and identification of materials and

O
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procedures in need of revision.

In order to determine which of these purposes should be served

in determining the effectiveness of 6 program, it is necessary to

identify and understand the program's various publics. These publics

will-Always include the clients and all staff members who are Affected,

iirke program (e.g., a group counseling program which pulls students

out of classes once a week 'affects all teachers whose classes are

missed). Other publics are the agency supervisor; and administra-

tors, governing boards, businets and industry, education or-training

institutions into which the clients feed, parents, the general public.

Onoe the relevant publics have been identified, it is wise .to estab-

lish a panel of advisors, members of which are truly representative

of thextiilosophy/interests/concerns of their constituent groups:

These advisors Will help' determine whether or not a program should

"be evaluated, and if it should, which purposes will be served by the_

evaluation. Discussions with such a grOup may reveal ihat.no evalua-

En is necessary. For instance, if the-advisory41oup members are

satisfied that the counseling program is effective, if they have no

questions concerning'the program, and:.if they 'cannot. identify any

purpose for which 'evaluation evidence is needed; it would be foolish

to commit resources.toan evaluation effOrt. Such effort should be

reserved for other counseling programs in'the institution which do

not enjoy such complete support. The task will them be to identify

those programs that may have been" under attack by 'various factions,

17



those that do not receive enthusiastic response from clients or from .

staff, those that appear to be losing their effectiveness, those

that are particularly costly, those that are particularly time con-

suming, those-that just don't "feel" right. Such programs need

proof of their, effectiveness. The next step will be to decide on the

purpose(s) of the evaluation, and proceed! Unfortunately, many coun-

selors and counseling staffs don't want to rock the boat, so they

never subject their programs to such scrutiny. As a result, when

budget cuts are pending, they are empty-handed, with no evidence of

the effectiveness of their efforts.

A new publication, The Profession and Practice of Program Evalua-

tion (Anderson & Ball, 1978), presents a comprehensive discussion of

evaluation practices, ethics and values in evaluation, and the future

of program evaluation. The reader is referred to this volume for fur-

ther pursuit of'some of the ideaspresented.in this paper.

A few examples of evaluations that address specific purposes are

presented here to clarify the issue. In an analysis of patient views .

toward very brief interventions.(counseling consisting of three or

'fewer sessions), Dorosin Dorosin, et al., 1,976) found that the origi-,

nat expectations of the patient are met in a relatively brief con-
,

tact, and that counseling termination should not be viewed as a

failure or'patient dropout: Had Dorosin not, conducted this evalua-

tion, he would not have known the causes of termination of counseling,

and might unnecessarily have extended his counseling effOrts.

18
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The purpose of anothei- study (Hamachek) was to/determinerE
the effectiveness of a one-year counseling program designed to coun-

teract the negative and unfavorable parental appraisals,of low-
,

achieving junior high school students which. reinforce their negative

self-concepts and impair 'their ability to achieve. ,Evidence pro-

videcrby .the evaluation showed that at the end of the year the coun-
a

IeledltUderits had lower. self-concepts than the control students.

Such an outcome suggested that the counseling placed more presture

on the.students to achieve and thus unwittingly, added to'the

mental effects of parental disapproval. This is another examplp of
V%4 -

determining the purpose of an evaluation and.designing the evalua-

tion to serve that purpose. The answers may not always be those)

that were expected or hoped' for, but they do furnish data for

decisions:

In a paper titled "A Model for EvalUation: Design for a Rape

Counseling Program," Bennett (1977) argues that emphasis on the

method of evaluation prior to the actual beginning of a program can

prove of great value to an administrator in shaping the prograM and

in.explaining and defending it to boards and funding bodies. Always,

the purpose of the'evaluation will suggest the type of evaluation

to be conducted.

2'7
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Organizing Reality:

How to Prove That What You're Ooing is Effective

We have discussed the fact that evaluation may or may not be

needed, and we have suggested that the purpose of the evaluation

(an important and timely purpose) and the plans for using the

evaluation data must be established before intiating evaluation pro-

cesses. The de-ision whether to evaluate the counseling program

of a single counselor, a group Gf counselors, a total counseling

staff, or counseling staffs from two or more agencies, will depend

on the purposes to be served by the evaluation. If only one coun,

selor intends to use the results, there is no pilint inasking all

counselOrs to participate. Muro '(1970) demonstrated that evalua-

tion of a comprehensive program provided by a single counselor in a

rural area was .practical. The total program was broken down into

manageable components, one of which was counseling, and effective-
,

ness of each component was reported separately. Gold (1969) reported

on the evaluation of the effectiveness'of the total Student Coun-

seling Assistant Program.at Los Angeles City College. Oata gathered

from all counseled students and all counselors were grouped, sum-

yriarized, and analyzed. This example of evalUation of staff effec-

tiveness in one counseling program area provided information that

. was useful to each counselor and to all counselors, as well as to

the program manager. In Oakland, California (Oakland Interagency

Project, 1964) an interagency counseling program which included
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elementary and junior high schools Was evaluated as a total program,

and yielded results'useful to all decision makers involved in the

project.

Let us now assume that you have completed'the preliminary steps
P

and have identified a counseling program that you want to evaluate.

To illustrate the process of providing evidence of the effectiveness'

of the program, an example common to most agencies will be used:

an individual counseling program for clients with problems in inter-

personal relations. Let us say that the-riality of the work setting

and work load is that the counselors are counseling with so many

clients .across so many content areas that it is difficult for them

to know which of their sessions are effective and .which are ineffec-

tive. Until they know this, they cannot decide which of their tech-

niques are working and' which are not, so they have no basis for

refining their approach. Suppose the total counseling staff decide

to organize the reality of their services by focusing on one coun-

seling program at a time--they agree that counseling clients about

interpersonal relations problems is common and frequent enough to

warrant scrutiny.

The counseling staff feel that since this counseling activity

consumes so much time and effort, they need to know whether it is

an effective program. This, then, is the purpose of their evalua-

tion. It is not to prove anything to administrators; it is not to

justify the program to the governing board. It is simply to give
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themselves feedback on tile efficacy. of a large segment of their

efforts. They want to evaluate total staff effectiveness, but

they agree to preserve data about each indiVidual counselo's pro-

gram effectiveness in order tb give that counselor some information

s/he might use to modify priorities. Thus, the decision is to

evaluate the effectiveness of the counseling program related to

interpersonal relation problems, and to include all counseling staff

members in the study. Focusing on results, they hope to determine

the impact of this counseling program on the clients by undertaking

the following steps:

Step 1. Translating activities into expected results

It is not possible .to determine the effectiveness of a program

until you have carefully stated the client outcomes expected to

result froM the program. In this example, the counselors might ask

themselves, "Why are we counseling these clients about their inter-

personal relation problems? Ho do we expect them to change as a

result of our intervention? What do we want them to be able to Know

or feel or do now?'" This questioning process facilitates transla-

tion of the activity (individual counseling) into outcome(s).

Answers to the questions will suggest desired client outcomes. In

the example, outcomes might be stated as follows: "Clients parti-

cipating in a series of six individual counseling sessions will

demonstrate mastery of at-least one interpersonal skill they lacked.

when they entered the counseling program." Or, "Clients whose
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interpersonal behavior reflect.; lack of respect for the opinions

of peers will demonstrate, ability to communicate respect in at..

least one simulated discussion with peers." There is no limit to-

the numbers and. varieties of outcomes that can be specified. There-

fore it is important for you to_delimit thescope. of your inquiry

by reference to the purpose(s) of your evaluation, This leads you

to the next step.

Step 2. Formulating decision questions

We said that the purpose of the evaluation of this Counseling

program-isto determine its effettiveness, since 'so much time and

effort go into it. That's rather broad and ambiguous. How can the

counselors bring some precision to the investigation? First, they

should identify'the decision makers. Who is 4toolved in the program?

..Certainly the counselors themselves and their clients--but is anyone

else affected by the program? Perhaps the supervisor and/or a.gov-

erning board might have some concerns. Once all decision makers are

identified, they should be informed of the intention to evaluate the

Program, and asked to identify decisioht they might need to make

-Colicerning the program. A stipervisor/govi4rning board might want to.

make decisiont about whether or not this programls worth the

.resources expended on it. Counselor decisions might be whether to

expand or reduce the numbers and/or types of clients included in

the program, whether to transfer responsibility for the program from

the total staff to an individual counselor, whether counseling
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' technique is more effective than another. Client decisions might

include whether the sessions are worth the investment of their time,

whether learned skills carry over 'into real lifelsituations.

Once the decisions are identified, they need to be examined for

importance, i.e., "What will happen if we do or do not make this

decision? What effect will it have on clients? On staff? On the

budget?" Questions like this help narrow the field of inquiry.

Some decisions would be nice but are not necessary; some might seem

important, but gathering factual information to support them would

not be feasible. For purposes of our example, let's say that the

dejiions to be addressed are the counselor decision whether to

expand or reduce the numbers and types of clients served by the

program, and the supervisor's decision as to whether or not the pro-

gram is worth the resources expended on it.

-Step 3. Determining questions to be answered and indicators that

will best present evidence of success

Since in our example the counselors and the supervisor are the

ones who will be making decisions based on the results of the evalua-

tion, they must specify what information they need to make those

decisions. What questions do they want to ask? What indicators

will they accept as evidence that the program is successful?. For,

instance, the counselor decision revolves around differences in

effectiveness of the program with clients with varying interper-

sonal difficulties. They cannot decide whether to expand or reduce
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the numbers and types of clients served unless they get differential

information about program effectiveness. Their questions might be:

"Which type of problem(s) is most readily ameliorated by this coun-

seling program?" "What is the average tame required for successful

amelioration of.each type of problem?" Supervisors might want an-

swers to these same questions, but because their decision relates

to efficient use of resources, they might also want to ask, "Is one

counseling technicfue more efficient than others in use of resources

(personnel time, materials)?" The questions agreed upon become the

focus of the evaluation.

Next, the decisiot. makers must agree upon what indicators (what

behavioral evideno0) they will accept as answers to their questions,

answers upon which their decisions will then be based. ,Counselors

might specify the five or six types of interpersonal relations

problems that most frequentlj
characterize their clients, and then

agree on a demonstration task
related to each type of problem which

the client might perform to display the learned skill. They would

also establish success criteria for determining whether the level

of skill displayed was satisfactory. For instance, for theproblem

of lack of respect for opinions of peers, the demonstration task

which would serve as an indicator that the skill had been learned

might be for the client to role-play a simulated situation with

another client in which marked differences of opinion are expressed.

The success criterion would be the client's ability to address the
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difference without denigrating-the other client's point of view.

Supervisors might want indicators such as relationship of cost

to success for each technique used with clients with a specific type

of problem. They might set standards in advance, such as, "For the

program to be considered successful, 70% of the clients must demon-

strate ability to use the learned behavior." This success standard

would be applied,to each technique before cost comparisons were made.

Step 4. Selecting an evaluation design

This is probably the step most_frequently neglected or abused

by practitioners evaluating their own programs. It is 'not uncommon

to read a report that presents glowing accounts of what program

participants are able to do at the end of a program, but gives no

evidence that they were not able to do these same things before their

participation in the program. Without c. pre-specified evaluation

design, no comparison standard wC1 have been determined, and it will

be impossible to ascribe client outcomes to the effectivenesS of the

program. Many types' of evaluation designs are, possible, some much

more sophisticated than others, but all provide comparison standards

or by which evaluation results can be judged. These stan-

dards or criteria must be specified in advance in order to sharpen

the focus of the search for information. Because many available

references treat evaluation designs in depth, no detailed explana-

tions are provided here. Rather, brief examples of the use of some

of the designs are presented.
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Experimental design. The evaluation Method most commonly

known is the experimental design. Because in its most precise form

the experimental design depends on random assignment of clients or

units of concern (e.g., a neighborhood center or a classroom) to

experimental and.control groups, and because practitioners tend to

"characterize this type of design as sophisticated or scientific, it

is sometimes'rejecied without seric,!: consideration of its feasi-

bility. Moreover, since many appear to think this is the only way to

evaluate a program, they reject the whole idea of evaluation as being

impractical. Among the most common of experimental designs are the

pretest-posttest control group design, the posttest-only control

group design, and the Solomon-Four 'group design. See Anderson and

tall (1978) or any-good evaluation textbook for.further discussion of

such designs.

Quasi-experimental design. When the evaluator lacks control

over when clients are exposed to a program or which clients are

exposed to it, a quasi-experimental design may be employed. Exam-

ples of this type of design are the Lime-series design (in which

measurements taken over a period of time before introduction of the

new program are compared with periodic measurements after program

implementation) and the preteit-posttest nonequiValent group design.

Although these designs are generally practical in social system

settings, they should not be undertaken without access to the ser-

vices of an evaluator whp is keenly aware of the inherent prOblems
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.in each, and of ways to reduce the effects of these problems. -See

Anderson and Ball (1978) for further discussion.

Correlational studies. These studies are quite common. They

set out to show, for instance, that boys can name more professional,

occupations than can girls of-the same age, Such a study may demon-

strate that there is a correlation between sex and knowledge of pro-

fessional occupations, but it does not address the causes of these

differences. Without knowing causes, it is difficult tojustify

making program decisions based on the data--unless the decisions

have to do with the correlates, e.g., whether girls need more instruc-

tion than boys in 'order to bring them up to the same level of know-

ledge of occupations. The problem with correlational studies is

that the results frequently are used as though the studies were

cause-effect studies.

Surveys. One of the most common evaluation designs used.*

counselors is the survey. Unfortunately, it is seldom used with

enough precision and rigor:to ensure that the results are trust-

worthy. Failure to specify the kinds of information to be gathered,

the nature of the population to be sampled, the reliability and

valiairity of the instrument, the motivation of the respondents', the

knowledge/experience background of the respondents (and many more

concomitants), renders,many survey studies useless. A large number

of survey instruments--particularly those locally constructed - -seek

opinions of the respondents, even though the items may appearta be

tapping their knowledge. Opinions are of little'value unless they
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are informed opinions, baSed on knowledge of the program as it

relates to each item. Even when the survey instrument is carefully

constructed, the population sample is appropriately selected, and

procedures are clearly defined'for ensuring full and motivated par-

ticipation, failure to specify in advance what will be the criteria

for judging the meaning and implications of the data collected can

abort an otherwise sound study.

Two studies (Ogston, 1970; Tallon, 1973) illustrate the use of-

the survey design in evaluating counseling programs. Ogston sought

to determine student satisfaction with services and any differences

in counseling experiences between those who felt they had benefited

from counseling and those who did not. He found that somewhat more

than half of thestudents were not satisfied (which may be typical

of most counseling centers). He determined that there was a need

to re-examine the type of service offered. For the decision he

needed to make, i.e., whether or not to re-examine the type of ser-

vice offered in the counseling center, an opinion survey was ade-

quate. It did not provide information as to wht some students were

satisfied and some were not, but it did furnish information as to

whether it was worthwhile to put additional resources into a more

definitive study.

Tallon conducted a survey to evaluate the student counseling

services at Niagara College. A 23-item questionnaire was developed

to obtain information about respondent characteristics, use of
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counseling services, satisfaction with counseling, perception of

counseling effectiveness, and preference for certain counseling

styles. Counseled respondents were found to be very satisfied with

the counseling at Niagara. However, the author found that although

most students used counseling services primarily for educational

concerns, they would consult an instructor before going to a coun-

selor with academic problems. In the case of personal difficulties,

most would consult a close friend before going to a counselor.

This study serves to illustrate some possible errors in interpreta-

tion. For instance, since the students indicated that they would

first go to a friend rather than to a counselor with personal prob-
.

lems, the counselors might infer that this was an area in which

they could reduce their services. However, they had not determined

y. students would rather go to a friend with these problems; per-

haps it was because the counselors were not doing a good job in this

area, or because they were perceived as rejecting referrals in this

area, or because their image was so educational-success oriented

that they were not even thought about when personal problems arose.

It is imperative that evaluators not stretch the findings beyond

the facts that they reveal. No inferences can be drawn unless a

true cause-and-effect relationship has been established.

Personnel vs. client assessment. Another evaluation design

looks at the congruence between personnel and client assessment. A

self-study of the counseling department in a public school system
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(Suffield Board of Education, 1974) attempted tcLclrify the role

of counselors as perceived by various members of th-school system

(e.g., administrators, teachers); the congruity bet lween counselors

and others in perception of counselors; and the satisfaction and

dissatisfaction of all concerned with the counselir services.

N Analysis of congruence provided ex'ellent information for program

modification, cQmmunication, and dialogue. Hoss (1968) reported

a study of counseling services and development of a survey instru-

ment at Miami-Dade Junior College. The study sought to answer ques-

tions about the impact of counseling services through a question-,

naire administered to the teaching faculty and administrative staff

about their understanding of the services, the purposes, and the

effect on student behavior.' This was another attempt to measure

congruence between perCeptions of different groups affected by a

counseling progrim.

Systematic expert judgment. Another type of evaluation design

is systematic expert judgment. This format involves submitting to

a panel of experts information
about the'objectiveS, programs, and

personnel of a counseling program in relation to established needs,

and asking them to assess the logic/adequacy/appropriateness
of the

counseling efforts. One approach to this type of evaluation is the

Delphi Technique, a method of developing and refining group consen-

sus, which is frequently adopted in situations where convergence of

opinions is 'desirable. It is particularly useful in process
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evaluation. The technique, usually consists of a series of question-

naires mailed to a specific group of experts concerning some impor-

tant problem or question. Responses from each round of auestions

are summarized and recirculated, and this process is continued until

consensus is reaches Obviously this type of evaluation hasits

. limitations; although the consensus of the experts may reinforce a

prograWs direction (or find it woefully inadequate), the results

are judgmental rather than factual, and therefore appropriate for

use for only limited decisions.

Case study. Still another type of evaluation is the case

study. Case studies have been around fora long time, but they are

used.as an evaluation design too rarely. ACtually, careful analysis

of a random sample of cases involved in a program frequently can

yield more meaningful data for decisions thin a more superficial

study of a broader population.

With all these types of evaluation designs available, how does

one decide which to use? The answer can be found in an examination

of the purpose(s) of the evaluation, the decisions to be made, the

questions to be answered'in order td make those decisions, and the

indicators that will furnish answers to the questions. In the case

of our example, since the counselors are looking ar relative effective-

ness of different techniqUes, relative effectiveness across different

facets of a broad client problem, and costs related to effectiveness,

they 'heed evidence of client change and objective information about
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time, costs, and the like. 'Therefore, the case study method, if

broad enough to fUrnish adequate coverage of types'of problems,

would bi'cumbersome4nd costly. The systematic elpert judgment

Would not get at the facts. The personnel and client assessment

or the survey-method 'Would be more likely to yield opinions than

facts. The correlational:approach would give them comparative

data by problem types, but it would not relate these data to speci-

fic ,techniquei. Only'the experimental' or quasi-experimental designs

hold promiSe of providing the data needed for their decisions.

This will not always be the case. In many cases needs may be

so ttraightforward.that one of the, simpler methods can be employed

with.reasonable assurance of producirig valid results; but in the-
P

case of our example, the counselors will need to choose a design

that will provide them with data that can be generalized--data

from which they can infer that if the same counseling program were

repeated, the same results would obtain. Probably their best choice

will be the pretest-posttest experimental-cOntrol
group design.

Step 5. Selecting the evaluation sample

Once the design is selected, the evaluation samples must be

chosen. If a large number of clients are involved in the counseling

program being evaluated, it is desirable. to limit the evaluation to

a random sample of the Clients. Since the counselors in our example

are using an experimental-control group design, they need'also to

identify a similar population not involved in the counseling program,
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and to select a random sample from that population also. Charac-

teristics of the two amples must be comparable.

Contrary to pop-Oar belief, random sampling is not achieved

by the toss of a coin, by pulling numbers out of a 'hat, or by choos-

ing every fifth or ninth or tenth name from a list: Statistical

randomization gives every member of the population an equal chance

of being selected each time a'subject is choSen. , Tables of random

numbers are available in most bOOks dealing with statistics. One

should arrange the population in alphabetical or any other predeter-

mined order, number them,,and then apply the table' of random numbers

to selection of the evaluation sample.

If only a relatively small nUmber of clients participate in the

counseling program, it will be advisable to include the total group

in the evaluation.

Step 6. Selecting/developing data collection instruments and proce-

dures.

Step 3 specified decision questions, and determined the indite

cators'that would provide answers to those questions. Step 3 places

constraints'on Step 6. Selection or development of instruments can-

not be an, independent activity; it must be related to the indicators

.1

determined in Step 3. In that step it was decided that one accept-

able indicator would be clients' successful performance in a role

playing situation. The task now is to search for an instrument that

provides such a simulated-situation. Because this is a unique
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program, it is unlikely that an existing instrument will be found;

it probably will be necessary to develop the instrument. In many

cases, however, the specified indicators are addressed in existing

instruments, and a minimal search will reveal them.

Other instruments needed for our example are forms for record-

ing client characteristics and problem categories; forms for record-

ing expenditures of resources (time and materials) in counseling

sessions on the various types of problems; and forms for recording

comparative data on the effectiveness of various techniques.

Step 7. Establishing baseline data

It is impossible to know how far you have come unless you know

where you started from. To measure improvement in interpersonal

skills, the counselors must know the status of the clients' inter-

personal skills before treatment. Since the term "interpersonal

skills" refers to a broad domain, they limited their domain by

specifying the five or six tiftes of problems most frequently encountered

in counseling sessions, and it is these that will be thi foci of

their inquiry.

Part of their inquiry pursues the relative effectiveness of the

program with the different types of problems. Therefore they will

need to identify the central problem foreach client in the evalua-

tion sample, and for each person in the control sample. Identifi-

cation of the problem can be accomplished by interview in most

cases, in other cases by'observation. Once the problem has been
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identified, the person's behavior related to that-problem must be

sampled in order to establish baseline-- starting point--data. This

is where the pretest is applied. Usually the pretest will be the

same as the posttest. In some cases it may differ slightly, but it

will have been determined to be equivalent.

Baseline performance of the experimental and control group

evaluation samples must be obtained and recorded. Posttest data

will be compared with these data to determine program effectiveness.

Although our example is one that'probably will require develop-

ment of an instrument, many instruments exist which may be used to

evaluate the effeitIveness of programs. Types of instruments may

be test scores (standardized or norm referenced), observation data,

review of records, or unobtrusive measures. If you wish to measure

aspects of career development, one of several. career development

instruments may be used. If you wish to measure attainment of

unique behaviors not covered by existing tests, you may wish to

develop criterion tests. If the behavior you are seeking ta-eval-

uate is situationally bound (such as in our example), you may wish

to apply observational techniques. Our example uses observation of

a structured demonstration by the client; observation of the client

in an unstructured situation may also provide the desired informa-

tion. If the behavior you are seeking is hard to measure by paper

and pencil tests, and hard or impossible to observe directly (e.g.,

a change in attitude), unobtrusive measures may be used. Examples
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of unobtrusive measures are attendance patterns, anecdotal records,

choices expressed or carried out, peer group participation, 'recidi-

vism, and referrals. See Metfessel (1967) for further examples of

unobtrusive measures.

Bardo and Cody (1975) list difficulties in evaluation of gui-

dance programs that deal specifically with measurement. Some exam-

ples are provided of alternative means to the traditional approaches

4
of measurement related to evaluation in general and guidance in par-

t

tictilar. A publication by MacLennan and Levine (undated) describes

some nontest methods which can be used in program evaluation. Al-

`though the publication addresses evaluation of programs for disad-

vantaged children, the nontest procedures for data gathering are

applicable to other programs as well.

Step 8. Monitoring progress toward results

Early in this paper we stressed the importance 'of a two-pronged

evaluation: process and outcome. The outcome evaluation tells us

what was achieved by the program, and the process evaluation tells

us why it was achieved (and/or why achievement wasn't greater).

The previous seven steps do focus on outcomes (evidence of effec-
1

tiveness), but we would be remiss if we did not reinforce the con-

cept of process evaluation in order to answer the "why" questions.

_ Using Our example, process evaluation would include the moni-

toring of the counseling program implementation (e.g., names of

clients, types of problems, number of sessions in which each
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participated, techniques used in the sessions, names of session

counselors, deviations from'planned procedures, and level of client

participation in counseling sessions). This can best be done by

preparing.an analysis of the program in advance of its implementation,

and by designating who is to perform which specific program

activities, with which clients, by which date's. This analysis

should be written, preferably in chart form, showing task (counseling

session and technique), talent (name of counselor and client), and .

time (dates by which each session will be completed). This is called

a T/T/T/ (task, talent, time) analysis chart. During the implementation
I

of the program it is,,impciiiant for each counselor to maintain
k.

meticulous records of counseling sessions as specified by the T/T/T,

so that when outcome data are available, it will be possible to

trace the implementation steps to determine what went wrong (if a

segment of the program was ineffective) or what caused the positive

outcomes (for those segments of the program that were effective).

These are the data needed to make decisions about program modifications.

The mere fact'that a segment of the program was effective or

ineffective tells us little; we must exapine the program implementation

carefully to discover the reasons for success or nonsuccess.

Pine (1975), in a journal article on evaluating school counseling

programs, states that such evaluations have been cha'racterized by

an emphasis on experimental, descriptive, and case study approaches.

He states whereas these studies are important in providing output
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information, they are limited in developing feedback needed while a

program is in progress. The author'recommends that process-data be

collected and used for program improvement.

Part of process evalUation has to do with the effectiveness of

materials. Whereas our example does not involve purchase or use of

materials, many program evaluations do. Weinrach (1974) synthesizes

the 1972 revision of the National Vocational Guidance Association's

Guidelines for the Preparation and 'Evaluation of Career Information

Media. Such evalulon is part of process evaluation, as the

effectiveness or ineffectiveness of materials will probably have a

strong impact on program results.

AstUdy by Lynch (1968) was able to provide information for

process decisions because process evaluation was employed. This

study used flow charts to trace student involvement with successive

program features and found that there was limited difference in the

. results of three different approaches to pre-enrollment counseling

-techniques. Progress monitoring makes it possible to modify a

program during its implementation (if necessary to ensure success)

instead of waiting until the program is completed.

Step 9. Collecting, managing, and analyzing data

Each step is important. The overall important point, however,

is that each step be meticu ously planned and executed. Problems

can arise at any step, but problems are best avoided by careful

planning and implementation, and by careful documentation of each
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step. The designation of an instrument for data collection is just

a beginning. Many important decisions still remain: Who.will

administer the instrument(s)? Who will train the test administrators?

In what procedures? When will the instrument(s) be administered?

What are the criteria for scoring? Who will score the instrument(s)?

If an observational technique is employed, how will inter-rater

reliability be established? How will scores or performances be

recorded? By whom? When? How will data be summarized? Reduced?

Analyzed? All these questions must be addressed before the

evaluation is initiated.

The data collection is fairly straightforward. Persons trained

to administer the instrument(s) according to author/publisher

directions, and to score and record scores, present raw scores to the

evaluator. The evaluator decides, based on evaluation design, how to

summarize, convert, and/or reduce the scores. For instance, in our

example, the evaluator could not summarize the performance of all

the clients on the demonstration task and ignore summarizing scores

by each type of problem. In order to answer the questions as to

which types of problems are best ameliorated by the counseling

program, the evaluator must preserve subgroup as well as total group

data.

Data analysis is another matter. Sometimes a simple count is

all you will need to prove gains. If, however, you are using an

experimental design such as in our example, you will need to show

that any differences in performance between counseled and noncounseled
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clients are not due to chance factors. You will need to apply a

test of statistical significance, such as the t Test.

Data analysis,like evaluation design, is simple'to complex

in direct proportion to the simplicity or complexity of the

questions being investigated. If-one of the questions were, "Will

the counseling program result in twice as many students participating

in community volunteer service?", a simple before- and after-

counseling count of numbers of students so involved would give

you,all the information you needed. When you are wording your

questions, you should word them in such a way that they will not

require more sophisticated tnformation than you really need. On

the other hand, a question such as, "Will more students participate

in volunteer community service after counseling than befor s.

too nonspecific to provide guidelines for judging the program's

impact. What if one more student participated after the counseling?

Does that make .e program a success?
.J1

For more ifformation on data analysis, consult any current
text .on evaluation and/or statistical analysis. Anderson and Ball

(1978) is one of the easier sources to follow and understand, in

addition to being thorough and accurate. If you are in doubt as

to which type of data analysis to apply, you may need a local

consultant. Such consultants are available from institutions of

higher learning, from research and development laboratories, from

private` contracting firms, and from some local public and private
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agencies.

Step 10. Answering questions and making decisions based on results.

Step 9 ensures the accurate collection of.appropriate data, and

analysis and presentation of the data in such a way that they can

be applied to answering the questions formulated in Step 2. But

remember that the collection and analysis of data are just that--no

more. The data presented are neutral data neither good nor bad.

Evaluation means applying values to the data and making judgments

about the data based on those values. Therefore, early rigor in

deciding what decisions need to be made, what outcomes are

considered important by the various publics affected by the program,

what questions need to be asked, and what indicators will constitute

a basis for making those decisions, will facilitate Step 10 and

prevent decision makers from being diverted from the original

p

intentions of the evaluation.

At this point the data, presented in a farm that permits their

direct use in answering the evaluation questions, are applied to

the questions without distortion. You should'prepare to be

diSappointed. Frequently a program that "feels good" fails to

be validated by the evaluation. This is not necessarily evidence

that the program is not effective. It may not be effective in

terms of the outcomes under investigation, but it may be very,

effective in producing outcomes not being studied; or it may be

that the indicators and instruments used to assess program impact

were not as valid and functional as they seemed to be. Answers
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to your questions should not be accepted blindly: If they are

different from what you had good reason to expect, trace your

evaluation steps backward and see if you can detect a possible

flaw. Once found, such a flaw can be corrected, the succeeding

steps repeated, and the results markedly changed. Of course it has

been the intention of this paper to caution the evaluator to

plan and implement carefully, after thorough investigation of the

tools and procedures available, in which case the evaluation results

should be trustworthy. However, suspect results bear rechecking.

Applying Step 10 to our example, data would need to be

arrayed in such a way as to give objective information about the

relative effectiveness of the counseling program in ameliorating

different types of interpersonal problems, the average time

, required for successful amelioration of each type of problem, and

the relative effectiveness of each counseling technique. Perhaps

the problem of lack of respect for others' opinions, which had

been one of the most common problems, was improved very little by

the counseling program. Or perhaps one counseling technique

emerged as effective with this problem whereas other techniques

were relatively ineffective. But perhaps that technique required

so much counselor and client time that the cost outweighed the

values placed on the change. The data provide the information,

but evaluation requires attaching values to the data so that

decisions can be made.
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With the answers to your questions in hand, you as the decision

maker are now ready. to apply this information to your decisions. A

caution here: Evaluation data should not be used to make decisions

other than those for which they were designed. It is easy,

administratively, to say, "Let's use thisinfw-mation instead of

taking the time to generate other information," when faced with

related decisions. For instance, an administrator may use

survey. data gathered in a self-study of counselors for their. own

planning to present to an accreditation team, in lieu of a'study

designed for that purpose. This constitutes misuse of data and

frequently will result in decisions being made on faulty information.

Step 11. Reporting results

It may seem simplistic to have a section on reporting results.

However, failure to write reports that are understandable and

meaningful to the particular audiences for which they are intended,

and failure to motivate these audiences to read and respond tethe

reports once they are disseminated, cause the results of many

evaluations to be ignored. If more than one group of decision

makers was identified in Step 2, you may need a separate report for

each. In the case of our example, a single report will probably'
0

be adequate, because both the counselors and the supervisor have

similar professional and experiential backgrounds and can understand

reports written at a fairly technical level. If, on the other hand,



one of your audiences (decision makers) was the governing board,

(made up of lay people), you probably would need to prepare a

separate report for them, geared to their knowledge and experience

in the area under study.

Preparation of appropriately addressed reports, however, is

only one part of reporting. A very, important activity that will

increase the likelihood of the evaluation report's being read arld

its results used to make the speOified decisioni, is development

and maintenance of motivation to do so. Such motivation begins

with involving decision makers in stating needed decisions, formu-.

lazing questions, and specifyin acceptable indicators before the

evaluation is begun. But becaUse Many evaluations consume a year

(there must be ample time.between pretrearent and posttreatment

to give the program a chance to make a difference), other concerns

intervene and decision makers tend to lose their enthusiasm or even

their commitment to making the specified decisions. Therefore, it

is important that process and progress evaluation reports be prepared

during the impiemantation period, and communicated to these audiences

often enough and in such a Mode as to maintain their interest and

involvement. Occasional short progress reports presented orally

over coffee and doughnuts may serve this maintenance function.

The techniques chosen will depend upon the agency climate; they

should be those most likely to communicate program evaluation

information, maintain interest, and ensure ultimate use of results,

without constituting an undue imposition on the time and energies

of those you are trying to motivate.
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Another 40 to ensure that evaluation results will be used

is to-develop fw.advance'i written plan for their use, together

:with names,of personnel who will use the results, decisions to be

made, and suggested timelines for making those decisions and for

acting on. them.

What To Do WW Evaluatioh Goes Wrong

At several'points during discussion of the steps in evaluation,
, .

.pdssible problem& were mentioned. The fact was stressed that the

evaluator must be knowledgeable about the alternatives and hazards

at each step of the evaluation. There is noway that this document

can present all problems that might be encountered in evaluating

the effectiveness of counseling programs. The reader is referred

to other docUments for a more complete picture of these hazards.

Publications such:as Tallmadge (1977), Bonnet (1977), and Anderson

and Ball (1978) will help. We will discuss only a few of the more

Common problems here, and offer some suggestions as to what to do

if they happen. Assuming that you have followed all the steps

suggested in this paper, we will not address problems that can occur

if you fail to complete one or more of these steps. Instead, we

will give our attention to common problems you may encounter

- even whehtyou are trying to follow directions,.
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ifLack of realism about outcomes

The first problem is the failure to apply logic and realism

to the first step: translating activities into expected results.

In your zeal to justify an activity, you may tend to create all

kinds of unrealistic expected outcomes, without taking a close and

logical'look at whether the activity really has the potential

to produce those outcomes. If you have made this rror--and you

didn't catch it in time--you may find that the results of your

evaluation are negative: They indicate that the program was not

effective in producing the desired outcomes. If this occurs, the

first thing to do is to ask a panel of experts not associated

with the program to take a look at the activity and the expected

outcomes, and to see if they believe the activity could logically

be expected to produce the outcomes. They may detect some logical

fallacies which you missed. If they do, you will need to adjust

your activity to fit the outcomes, or adjust your outcomes to

fit your activity, and again pursue the steps of the evaluation.

Too much information

A second common problem is the tendency to try to get too

much out of the evaluation. Forge,tting that you really will be

making onlyone or two decisions as a result of what you learn,

you are inclined to identify lOng lists of questions you would

like to have answered. Before beginning the project tY-6u should

cross off all the questions that are not needed to provide
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infcrmation for a selected few priority decisions. In spite of

doing this, if you still end up with too many kinds of information

to be gathered feasibly, you will probably notice this problem by

the time you select the evaluation design, or at least when you try

to select or develop a data collection instrument. At that point,

if it looks as if your design is too complex for your resources

and/or your instruments are too long or time consuming to be

administered feasibly, you should back up and see if you can reduce

the number of decisions and questions. Then proceed with the steps.

Too complex indicators

Another problem has to do with indicators (which also affect;

hcw the questions are phrased). In our example, if the only

indicator of interpersonal skill that you will accept is direct

observation of each client in an unstructured social situation,

you will have locked yourself into a data collection problem that

cannot be solved within the constraints of your resources. As

soon as you recognize this, go badk and modify the questions and

the indicators so that they still provide information essential to

making the specific decisions, but are simple enough to be feasible.

This issue was addressed briefly in another section. For example,

"Do client: pursuing the counseling program for six weeks improve

their interpersonal skills significantly more than clients noc involved

in the prograMTi is a question that locks you into an experimental

design. Experimental designs are not always feasible in human services
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agencies, as it is difficult to randomize populations and difficult

to identify and involve comparable control groups. If you want

to avoid the co lexity of this design, reword the questions and

restate the indicators of success which will satisfy you and the

other decision makers. However, do not water down your questions and

indicators to a point that they are meaningless. If you can be

satisfied with a simple numerical gain in incidence of such behaviors

as attendance or completion of assignments, a4d that is all the

information the decision makers really want, a straightforward

question (including as criterion the numerical gain that will be

acceptable evidence) will legitimize a much less complex evaluation

design. It is never too late to go back to previous steps to make

adjustments when you run into problems, but remember that all

steps subsequent to the adjusted step must be repeated in order to

keep the evaluation consistent and coherent.

Unreliable measurement instruments

A major problem in local evaluations is the failure of locally-

developed data collection instruments to discriminate between those

who have or have not mastered the expected skill (outcome), or to

produce reliable results. Instrument development is not simple.

4
Many seem to think, for instance, that a teacher-made test is a

criterion test; on this premise they think that if they specify the

desired behavior and develop an item or similar items to those in

teacher-made tests, they have a criterion test that will work.
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Unfortunately, the development of criterion measures is no simpler

than the development of items for a norm-referenced test. Try to

avoid problems by subjecting your locally-developed instrument

to a series of tests to establish content validity, construct

validity, criterion-related validity, and reliability. If you

have done all this and your instrument still fails to give you the

information you want, look again at the congruence between your

activity and your expectations. Perhaps you are trying to measure

something that cannot generally be expected to result from the

activity, whereas many other good outcomes are resulting that are

not being tapped.. As in 'Monopoly," if this happens, go back to "Go"

and again start working your way forward in the process.

Regardless of the problem you encounter, it is always

possible--though it may take some digging--to identify the cause

of the problem if you have followed the logical steps suggested

in this paper. When you do discover the cause, you can remove

it, but you must re-perform all subseouent steps since they are

progresive and interactive. In no case can you correct an early

step without affecting all succeeding steps.

Building a System Out of All Your Counseling Programs

One of the greatest lacks in most counseling services is a

system of linkages between and among the sub-programs and/or
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individual counselor activities. Each activity may effect certain

desired and desirable chergesin rlipnts, but until all. activities

have been evaluated (simple evaluation wherever possible), and

the results of all the evaluations have been analyzed and

synthesized, it is impossible to,evaluate the total program. It

is impossible to know whether services are reaching all clients

who-need or want the services, whether services are overlapping,

which services are effective, whether some techniques are more

effective than others, whether the total services are taking

care of the developmental needs of the clients or are merely

probleth-oriented, whether the services constitute psychological

bandaids or are really capacitating clients to select and apply

their own solutions to problems. In other words, although it is

.possible and desirable to evaluate sub-programs and even individual

activities, the impact of the total. couAseling services cannot

be known until all segments or components have been evaluated

and the results analyzed and synthesized. This ultimate goal of

establishing comprehensive programs which serve all clients and

capacitate them to become self-helpers should motivate each

reader to embark on an evaluation program now, even if it is to

focus on only one counseling component.
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Recommendations

The previous sections contain so many directives, suggestions,

and cautions that it seems almost anticlimactic to add a section on

recommendations. However; a few are in order, addressed to various

audiences.

It is recommended that counselors in all agencies perform Step

I of our evaluation process for each activity they perform. Take an

honest look. Why are you doing what you're doing? What client

benefits can you honestly and logically expect to accrue from this

activity? Are these benefits important to the clients? (It is

not enough that they are imporcant to you.) Having performed this

task,. have the grace and the courage to abandon those activities

that are not contributing to client growth, and examine each of the

others to see how it can be refined to produce more surely the intended

client outcomes.

Next, counselors are encouraged to work together to plan

evaluations of individual counseling components, and ultimately to

analyze and synthesize the results of all components. Only thus

can a coherent program which reaches all clients'and which has a

developmental thrust (to capacitate clients) emerge.

Counselor supervisors are asked to consider the following

recommendations: Encourage and support counselors in their

assessment of the effectiveness of their activities, providing

expert consultation in evaluation' areas in which they lack
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competence. Participate in their evaluation efforts, and make sure

that their evaluations are providing data for your decisions as

well as theirs.

.

It is recommended that counselor educators make sure that

all counselors, regardless of their discipline or work setting,

master the concepts and skills necessary to perform creditable

ngoing evaluations of the effectiveness of their programs, and

flat during the full course of their training they be imbued with

the importance of performing such validity checks of their work.

It is further recommended that counselor educators provide trainees

with guided practice in evaluation by requiring them to perform,

as part of their field work experience, a sound evaluation of the

effectiveness of at least some of their activities.

It is recommended that program developers, when installing and

implementing their programs, include in their dissemination materials

validated procedures for performing both process and outcome

evaluations. Such materials should also include guidelines for

modifying both the program and theevaluation steps to fit the

situation.

Educational researchers are encouraged to find effective ways

to communicate the results of their research, and to translate

these results into operational terms, suggesting practical applications

for counselors. Professional organizations might take the lead in

this thrust toward useful dissemination of research findings.
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Summary

Because many general program evaluation models exist but few

sources directly address or are limited to evaluation of

counseling, this paper begins by outlining the parameters of

such evaluation. Counseling program is defihed as a single

counseling session, a group of related sessions, counseling

performed by a single counselor, or the counselin; activities

of an entire staff. Instead of focusing on compehensive program

evaluation, an 11step process is presented for evaluating any

component or components of a counseling program. The emphasis

is on meticulous and rigorous performance of each step. Problems

that can and do arise during evaluations are discussed, and the

evaluator is urged to trace back through the steps to find where

the error or ambiguity crept in, perfom that step adequately

to remove the error or ambiguity, and then repeat all succeeding
,

steps, modifying them in relation to.the initial step change.

Recommendations stress the importance of counselors learning how and

when to evaluate, reducing evaluation tasks to their simplest

terms in order to keep the task reasonable, and ultimately analyzing

and synthesizing the results,of evaluations of all program components

so that a cohesive, and interrelated system which addreises the

developmental needs of all clients can emerge. The processes

discussed in this paper are applicable to determining, the effectiveness

of any counseling program, regardless of-discipline or work setting.
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